
Anleitung Winterzauber Miniaturwelt
Instructions No. 1266

Create your own winter magic miniature world with the VBS decoration tree
and the necessary accessories ! The recreation of this decoration tree is a
bit more time-consuming, but the result is a unique, dreamlike Christmas
decoration and in the Advent season certainly an absolute eye-catcher! 

And it's that easy:

Which craft materials are needed for the miniatures Winter Magic World?
The basis for the craft idea is the VBS decoration tree for a 10 light chain.
From the MDF blank, together with decorative snow, Handicraft paint, glue,
small fir trees, miniature Lanterns and other accessories, a magical
miniature world is created. 

How do I create the winter magic miniature world with a decorative tree?
At first the Fir is primed in dark green, the base plate in dark grey. Then the
decorative miniature accessories such as bridge, fir trees, Lanterns and
other Deco figures are arranged on the base plate and fixed with hot glue.

With the help of a spatula, decorative snow or alternatively white Structure
Paste can be modelled into a snow landscape on the floor surface.
Decorative snow also gives the decorative tree a snowy look on the edges
and branches. Carefully applied with a wiping technique, glazed white
Handicraft paint lends even more depth to the wintery Fir .
After drying, the LED lights are inserted from behind into the holes provided
for this purpose and fixed with hot glue on the back. For gluing the flying
Santa Claus sledge, the decorative tree MDF board is first laid flat. The
figure is glued on with effect glue. This should dry two days really well.
Afterwards the decoration figure "Santa Claus on Tour" is really fixed
absolutely firmly to the decoration tree.
Finally the decoration fir is put into the base plate and glued. Your new
Christmas highlight is ready! 

Article number Article name Qty
692618 VBS Miniature fir tree, set of 16, snowed 1
613941 VBS Decoration lanterns with lighting 1
614016 VBS Miniatures set "Winter" 1
727075 Structural snow, 150 ml 1
560085-80 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlWhite 1
560085-60 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlBrown 1
560085-58 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlRussian Green 1
110891-10 VBS Effect Glue100 ml 1
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